Proteomics and Non-proteomics Approaches to Study Stable and Transient Protein-Protein Interactions.
Of the 25,000-30,000 human genes, about 2 % code for proteins. However, there are about 1-2 million protein entities. This is primarily due to alternative splicing, post-translational modifications (PTMs) or protein-protein interactions. Proteomics sets out to identify proteins, their sequence and known modifications as well as their quantitation in a biological sample for the purpose of understanding biological processes, protein cellular functions, and their physiological and pathological involvement in diseases.Proteins interact at the molecular level with other proteins, nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates and metabolites to perform numerous cellular activities. Protein complexes can consist of sets of more stably (stable PPIs) and less stably (transient PPIs) interacting proteins or combination of both. Here, we discuss the proteomics and non-proteomics approaches to study stable and transient PPIs.